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How Politics Got
So Polarized

In a new era of hyperpartisan identities, can anything bring
“us” and “them” together?

By Elizabeth Kolbert

December 27, 2021

These days, party, race, faith, and even TV viewing habits are all correlated. Illustration by Lennard Kok
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n June 19, 1954, eleven boys from Oklahoma City boarded a
bus bound for Robbers Cave State Park, about a hundred and

fifty miles to the southeast. The boys had never met before, but all
had just completed fifth grade and came from middle-income
families. All were white and Protestant. When they reached the park,
the boys were assigned to a cabin at an empty Boy Scout camp. They
dubbed themselves the Rattlers.

The following day, a second group of boys—also all white,
Protestant, and middle class—arrived at the camp. They were
assigned to a cabin that could not be seen from the first. They
decided to call themselves the Eagles.

For a week, the two groups went about their activities—swimming,
tossing a baseball, sitting around a campfire—unaware of the other.
The groups had separate swimming holes, and their meal hours were
staggered, so they didn’t meet at the mess hall. As they ate, played,
and tussled, each band developed its own social hierarchy and, hence,
its own mores. The Rattlers, for instance, took to cursing. The Eagles
frowned on profanity.

Toward the end of the week, the two groups learned about each
other. The reaction was swift. Each group wanted to challenge the
other to a contest, and their counsellors scheduled a tournament.

On the first day, the Rattlers won at both baseball and tug-of-war.
The Eagles were livid. One of them declared that the Rattlers were
too big. They couldn’t be fifth graders; they had to be older. The
Eagles, on the way back to their cabin that evening, noticed that
their rivals had attached a team flag to the backstop of the baseball
field. They tore it down and set it on fire. The next morning, the two
groups got into a fistfight, which had to be broken up by the
counsellors.

That day, the group’s positions reversed. The Eagles won the baseball
game, a development they attributed to their prayers for victory and
to their rivals’ foul mouths. Then they won at tug-of-war. The
Rattlers responded to these setbacks by raiding the Eagles’ cabin
after the Eagles had gone to sleep. The Eagles staged a counterraid
while their adversaries were at breakfast. Finding their beds
overturned, the Rattlers accused the Eagles of being “communists.”

As tensions mounted, both groups became increasingly aggressive
and self-justifying. The Rattlers decided that they’d lost at baseball
because the Eagles had better bats. They turned a pair of jeans they’d
stolen from the Eagles into a banner, and marched around with it.
The Eagles accused the Rattlers of cowardice, for having staged their
raid at night. They stockpiled rocks for use in case of another
incursion. When the Eagles won the tournament, each boy received a
medal and a penknife. The Rattlers immediately stole them.

At this point, members of both groups announced that they wanted
nothing more to do with the other. But their counsellors, who were
really grad students, were just getting going. They brought the bands
together for another contest—of the sort that only a social scientist
could love. Hundreds of beans were strewn in the dirt, and each boy
was given a minute to collect as many as he could in a paper bag.
Then, one by one, the boys were called up and the contents of their
bags ostensibly projected onto a screen for everyone to count. In fact,
the bags were never opened; the same beans were projected onto the
screen over and over, in different arrangements. The Rattlers saw
what they wanted to, and so did the Eagles. By the former’s
reckoning, each Rattler had gathered, on average, ten per cent more
beans than his rivals. By the latter’s, the Eagles were the better bean-
picker-uppers by a margin of twenty per cent.

The whole elaborate experiment is now regarded as a classic of social
psychology. The participants had been chosen because they were so
much alike. All it took for them to come to loathe one another was a
different totem animal and a contest for some penknives. In the
aftermath of the Second World War, these results were unsettling.
They still are.

mericans today seem to be divided into two cabins: the
Donkeys and the Elephants. According to a YouGov survey,

sixty per cent of Democrats regard the opposing party as “a serious
threat to the United States.” For Republicans, that figure approaches
seventy per cent. A Pew survey found that more than half of all
Republicans and nearly half of all Democrats believe their political
opponents to be “immoral.” Another Pew survey, taken a few months
before the 2020 election, found that seven out of ten Democrats who
were looking for a relationship wouldn’t date a Donald Trump voter,
and almost five out of ten Republicans wouldn’t date someone who
supported Hillary Clinton.
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A Latinx Millennial’s Fight for Asylum in America

Even infectious diseases are now subject to partisan conflict. In a
Marquette University Law School poll from November, seventy per
cent of Democrats said that they considered covid a “serious
problem” in their state, compared with only thirty per cent of
Republicans. The day after the World Health Organization declared
Omicron a “variant of concern,” Representative Ronny Jackson, a
Texas Republican, labelled the newly detected strain a Democratic
trick to justify absentee voting. “Here comes the MEV—the
Midterm Election Variant,” Jackson, who served as Physician to the
President under Trump and also under Barack Obama, tweeted.

How did America get this way? Partisans have a simple answer: the
other side has gone nuts! Historians and political scientists tend to
look for more nuanced explanations. In the past few years, they have
produced a veritable Presidential library’s worth of books with titles
like “Fault Lines,” “Angry Politics,” “Must Politics Be War?,” and
“The Partisan Next Door.”

Lilliana Mason is a political scientist at Johns Hopkins. In “Uncivil
Agreement: How Politics Became Our Identity,” she notes that not
so very long ago the two parties were hard to tell apart, both
demographically and ideologically. In the early nineteen-fifties,
Blacks were split more or less evenly between the two parties, and so
were whites. The same held for men, Catholics, and union members.
The parties’ platforms, meanwhile, were so similar that the American
Political Science Association issued a plea that Democrats and
Republicans make more of an effort to distinguish themselves:
“Alternatives between the parties are defined so badly that it is often
difficult to determine what the election has decided even in broadest
terms.”

The fifties, Mason notes, were “not a time of social peace.”
Americans fought, often in ugly ways, over, among many other
things, Communism, school desegregation, and immigration. The
parties were such tangles, though, that these battles didn’t break
down along partisan lines. Americans, Mason writes, could “engage
in social prejudice and vitriol, but this was decoupled from their
political choices.”

Then came what she calls the great “sorting.” In the wake of the
civil-rights movement, the women’s movement, Richard Nixon’s
Southern Strategy, and Roe v. Wade, the G.O.P. became whiter, more
churchgoing, and more male than its counterpart. These differences,
already significant by the early nineteen-nineties, had become even
more pronounced by the twenty-tens.

“We have gone from two parties that are a little bit different in a lot
of ways to two parties that are very different in a few powerful ways,”
Mason says. As the two parties sorted socially, they also drifted apart
ideologically, fulfilling the Political Science Association’s plea. In the
past few election cycles, there’s been no mistaking the Republican
Party’s platform for the Democrats’.

By now, party, race, faith, and even TV viewing habits are all
correlated. (One study, based on TiVo data, found that the twenty
television shows most popular among Republicans were completely
different from those favored by Democrats.) As a result, Mason
argues, Americans no longer juggle several, potentially conflicting
group identities; they associate with one, all-encompassing group,
which confers what she calls a “mega-identity.”
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When people feel their “mega-identity” challenged, they get mega-
upset. Increasingly, Washington politics—and also Albany, Madison,
and Tallahassee politics—have been reduced to “us” versus “them,”
that most basic (and dangerous) of human dynamics. As Mason puts
it, “We have more self-esteem real estate to protect as our identities
are linked together.”

Mason draws on the work of Henri Tajfel, a Polish-born
psychologist who taught at Oxford in the nineteen-sixties. (Tajfel, a
Jew, was attending the Sorbonne when the Second World War broke
out; he fought in the French Army, spent five years as a German
P.O.W., and returned home to learn that most of his family had been
killed.) In a series of now famous experiments, Tajfel divided
participants into meaningless groups. In one instance, participants
were told that they had been sorted according to whether they’d
over- or under-estimated the number of dots on a screen; in another,
they were told that their group assignments had been entirely
random. They immediately began to favor members of their own
group. When Tajfel asked them to allocate money to the other
participants, they consistently gave less to those in the other group.
This happened even when they were told that, if they handed out the
money evenly, everyone would get more. Given a choice between
maximizing the benefits to both groups and depriving both groups
but depriving “them” of more, participants chose the latter. “It is the
winning that seems more important,” Tajfel noted.

Trump, it seems safe to say, never read Tajfel’s work. But he seems to
have intuitively grasped it. During the 2016 campaign, Mason notes,
he frequently changed his position on matters of policy. The one
thing he never wavered on was the importance of victory. “We’re
going to win at every level,” he told a crowd in Albany. “We’re going
to win so much, you may even get tired of winning.”

n January, 2018, Facebook announced that it was changing the
algorithm it used to determine which posts users see in their

News Feed. Ostensibly, the change was designed to promote
“meaningful interactions between people.” After the 2016 campaign,
the company had been heavily criticized for helping to spread
disinformation, much of it originating from fake, Russian-backed
accounts. The new algorithm was supposed to encourage “back-and-
forth discussion” by boosting content that elicited emotional
reactions.

The new system, by most accounts, proved even worse than the old.
As perhaps should have been anticipated, the posts that tended to
prompt the most reaction were the most politically provocative. The
new algorithm thus produced a kind of vicious, or furious, cycle: the
more outrage a post inspired, the more it was promoted, and so on.

How much has the rise of social media contributed to the spread of
hyperpartisanship? Quite a bit, argues Chris Bail, a professor of
sociology and public policy at Duke University and the author of
“Breaking the Social Media Prism: How to Make Our Platforms
Less Polarizing” (Princeton). Use of social media, Bail writes, “pushes
people further apart.”

The standard explanation for this is
the so-called echo-chamber effect. On
Facebook, people “friend” people with
similar views—either their genuine
friends or celebrities and other public
figures they admire. Trump supporters
tend to hear from other Trump
supporters, and Trump haters from
other Trump haters. A study by
researchers inside Facebook showed
that only about a quarter of the news
content that Democrats post on the
platform is viewed by Republicans, and
vice versa. A study of Twitter use
found similar patterns. Meanwhile,
myriad studies, many dating back to
before the Internet was ever dreamed

of, have demonstrated that, when people confer with others who
agree with them, their views become more extreme. Social scientists
have dubbed this effect “group polarization,” and many worry that
the Web has devolved into one vast group-polarization palooza.

“It seems plain that the Internet is serving, for many, as a breeding
ground for extremism, precisely because like-minded people are
connecting with greater ease and frequency with one another, and
often without hearing contrary views,” Cass Sunstein, a professor at
Harvard Law School, writes in “#Republic: Divided Democracy in
the Age of Social Media.”

Bail, who directs Duke’s Polarization Lab, disagrees with the
standard account, at least in part. Social media, he allows, does
encourage political extremists to become more extreme; the more
outrageous the content they post, the more likes and new followers
they attract, and the more status they acquire. For this group, Bail
writes, “social media enables a kind of microcelebrity.”

But the bulk of Facebook and Twitter users are more centrist. They
aren’t particularly interested in the latest partisan wrangle. For these
users, “posting online about politics simply carries more risk than it’s
worth,” Bail argues. By absenting themselves from online political
discussions, moderates allow the extremists to dominate, and this,
Bail says, promotes a “profound form of distortion.” Extrapolating
from the arguments they encounter, social-media users on either side
conclude that those on the other are more extreme than they actually
are. This phenomenon has become known as false polarization.
“Social media has sent false polarization into hyperdrive,” Bail
observes.

y grandfather, a refugee from Nazi Germany, was all too
aware of the hazards of us-versus-them thinking. And yet,

upon arriving in New York, midway through F.D.R.’s second term,
he became a passionate partisan. He often invoked Philipp
Scheidemann, who served as Germany’s Chancellor at the close of
the First World War, and then, in 1919, resigned in protest over the
terms of the Treaty of Versailles. The hand that signed the treaty,
Scheidemann declared, should wither away. Around Election Day,
my grandfather liked to say that any hand that pulled the lever for a
Republican should suffer a similar fate.

My mother inherited my grandfather’s politics and passed them
down to me. For several years during the George W. Bush
Administration, I drove around with a bumper sticker that read
“Republicans for Voldemort.” I thought the bumper sticker was
funny. Eventually, though, I had to remove it, because too many
people in town took it as a sign of support for the G.O.P.

Several recent books on polarization argue that if, as a nation, we are
to overcome the problem, we have to start with ourselves. “The first
step is for citizens to recognize their own impairments,” Taylor
Dotson, a professor of social science at the New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, writes in “The Divide: How Fanatical
Certitude Is Destroying Democracy” (M.I.T.). In “The Way Out:
How to Overcome Toxic Polarization” (Columbia), Peter T.
Coleman, a professor of psychology and education at Columbia,
counsels, “Think and reflect critically on your own thinking.”

“We need to work on ourselves,” Robert B. Talisse, a philosophy
professor at Vanderbilt, urges in “Sustaining Democracy: What We
Owe to the Other Side” (Oxford). “We need to find ways to manage
belief polarization within ourselves and our alliances.”

The trouble with the partisan-heal-thyself approach, at least as this
partisan sees it, is twofold. First, those who have done the most to
polarize America seem the least inclined to recognize their own
“impairments.” Try to imagine Donald Trump sitting in Mar-a-
Lago, munching on a Big Mac and reflecting critically on his “own
thinking.”

Second, the fact that each party regards the other as a “serious threat”
doesn’t mean that they are equally threatening. The January 6th
attack on the Capitol, the ongoing attempts to discredit the 2020
election, the new state laws that will make it more difficult for
millions of people to vote, particularly in communities of color—only
one party is responsible for these. In November, the International
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, a watchdog group,
added the U.S. to its list of “backsliding democracies.” Although the
group’s report didn’t explicitly blame the Republicans, it came pretty
close: “A historic turning point came in 2020–2021 when former
President Donald Trump questioned the legitimacy of the 2020
election results in the United States. Baseless allegations of electoral
fraud and related disinformation undermined fundamental trust in
the electoral process.”

As the Times columnist Ezra Klein points out, the great sorting in
American politics has led to a great asymmetry. “Our political system
is built around geographic units, all of which privilege sparse, rural
areas over dense, urban ones,” he writes in “Why We’re Polarized”
(Avid Reader). This effect is most obvious in the U.S. Senate, where
each voter from Wyoming enjoys, for all intents and purposes,
seventy times the clout of her counterpart from California, and it’s
also clear in the Electoral College. (It’s more subtle but, according to
political scientists, still significant in the House of Representatives.)
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Klein says that the Republicans, with overrepresented rural counties
on their side, can afford to move a lot further from the center than
the Democrats can. “The G.O.P.’s geographic advantage permits it
to run campaigns aimed at a voter well to the right of the median
American,” he writes. Conversely, “to win, Democrats don’t just need
to appeal to the voter in the middle. They need to appeal to voters
well to the right of the middle.”

Republicans, Klein notes, have lost the popular vote in six of the past
seven Presidential elections. If they had also lost the White House
six times, presumably they would have come up with a broader, more
inclusive message. Instead, in 2000 and then again in 2016, despite
having lost, the G.O.P. won. This could easily happen again in 2024.

uch is the state of the union these days that no forum seems too
small or too sleepy to be polarized. In October, noting a

“disturbing spike” in threats of violence against local school-board
members, the U.S. Attorney General, Merrick Garland, directed the
Justice Department and the F.B.I. to come up with a plan to combat
the trend. Predictably, Garland’s directive itself became the focus of
partisan attacks: at a hearing on Capitol Hill, Senator Tom Cotton,
Republican of Arkansas, accused the Attorney General of “siccing
the Feds on parents at school boards across America.”

“You should resign in disgrace,” Cotton said, wagging his finger at
Garland.

If thoughtful self-examination isn’t going to get America out of its
rut, what is? According to Stephen Marche, a novelist and a former
columnist for Esquire, the answer is obvious. “The United States is
coming to an end,” he declares at the start of “The Next Civil War:
Dispatches from the American Future” (Avid Reader). Indeed, he
writes, “running battles between protestors and militias, armed rebels
attempting to kidnap sitting governors, uncertainty about the
peaceful transition of power—reading about them in another
country, you would think a civil war had already begun.”

Marche is Canadian, and he sees this as key. Americans have become
so invested in their duelling narratives that they can’t acknowledge
the obvious; it takes an outsider to reveal it to them. “My nationality
gives me a specific advantage in describing an imminent American
collapse,” Marche writes. He describes Canada as Horatio to the
U.S.’s Hamlet—“a close and sympathetic and mostly irrelevant
witness” to the drama’s main action.

“The Next Civil War” might be called a work of speculative non-
fiction; some parts are reported, others invented. The book is
structured as a series of possible disasters, each of which sends the
U.S. spiralling into chaos. In one, the President is assassinated when
she makes a surprise stop at a Jamba Juice. In a second, a dirty bomb
destroys the U.S. Capitol. In a third, a collection of white-
supremacist militia groups converge on a rural bridge that the
government has closed for repairs. The U.S. Army is called in;
eventually, weary of the standoff, it blows the militia members to
bits.

Marche is fond of sweeping claims. “No American president of
either party, now and for the foreseeable future, can be an icon of
unity, only of division,” he writes at one point. “Once shared purpose
disappears, it’s gone,” he declares later in the same chapter.
Unfortunately, too many of his pronouncements ring true, such as
“When the crisis comes, the institutions won’t be there.”

Each of Marche’s scenarios results in a different form of social
breakdown. The carnage at the bridge is followed by a simmering
insurgency; the Capitol bombing by government repression,
widespread rioting, and summary executions. Toward the close of the
book, Marche entertains the possibility that the U.S. could be broken
into four separate countries, roughly corresponding to the Northeast,
the West Coast, the Midwest plus the Southeast, and Texas.
“Disunion could be liberation,” he notes.

The Robbers Cave experiment suggests another way out. After
having nudged the Eagles and the Rattlers toward conflict, the
researchers wanted to see if they could be nudged back. They
brought the boys together for a variety of peaceable activities. One
day, for example, they arranged for the two groups to meet up in the
mess hall for lunch. The result was a food fight. Since “contact
situations” weren’t working, the researchers moved on to what they
called “superordinate goals.” They staged a series of crises—a water
shortage, a supply-truck breakdown—that could be resolved only if
the boys coöperated. Dealing with these manufactured emergencies
made the groups a lot friendlier toward each another, to the point
where, on the trip back to Oklahoma City, the Rattlers used five
dollars they’d won from the bean-collecting contest to treat the
Eagles to malteds.

Could “superordinate goals” help depolarize America? There would
seem to be no shortage of crises for the two parties to work together
on. The hitch, of course, is that they’d first need to agree on what
these are. ♦
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The Psychology of Fake News
Gordon Pennycook1,2,* and David G. Rand3,4,5,*
Highlights
Recent evidence contradicts the com-
mon narrative that partisanship and
politically motivated reasoning explain
why people fall for 'fake news'.

Poor truth discernment is linked to a
lack of careful reasoning and relevant
knowledge, as well as to the use of
familiarity and source heuristics.

There is also a large disconnect between
what people believe and what they will
We synthesize a burgeoning literature investigating why people believe and share
false or highly misleading news online. Contrary to a common narrative whereby
politics drives susceptibility to fake news, people are ‘better’ at discerning truth
from falsehood (despite greater overall belief) when evaluating politically concor-
dant news. Instead, poor truth discernment is associated with lack of careful rea-
soning and relevant knowledge, and the use of heuristics such as familiarity.
Furthermore, there is a substantial disconnect between what people believe and
what they share on social media. This dissociation is largely driven by inattention,
more so than by purposeful sharing of misinformation. Thus, interventions can
successfully nudge socialmedia users to focusmore on accuracy. Crowdsourced
veracity ratings can also be leveraged to improve socialmedia ranking algorithms.
share on social media, and this is largely
driven by inattention rather than by
purposeful sharing of misinformation.

Effective interventions can nudge social
media users to think about accuracy,
and can leverage crowdsourced veracity
ratings to improve social media ranking
algorithms.
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Toward a Psychology of False and Misleading Online News
Fabricated news is nothing new. For example, in 1835 The Sun newspaper in New York
published six articles about purported life on the moon which came to be known as the 'Great
Moon Hoax'. During the 2016 US Presidential Election and UK Brexit Referendum, however, a
different form of fake news (see Glossary) rose to prominence (Box 1): false or highly misleading
political 'news' stories, primarily originating on social media [1]. Concern about fake news was
redoubled in 2020 in the face of widespread misinformation and disinformation [2] on social
media about the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic [3] and the 2020 US Presidential
Election [4]. Misleading hyperpartisan news, as well as yellow journalism [5], are related forms
of problematic news content that are likely sources of political polarization [6]. What is it about
human psychology – and its interaction with social media [7,8] – that explains the failure to distin-
guish between accurate and inaccurate content online? Apart from being of theoretical
interest, this question has practical consequences: developing effective interventions against mis-
information depends on understanding the underlying psychology.

We focus here primarily on online content that is presented in the form of news articles. However,
false and misleading claims come in many forms, and there are several literatures that are clearly
related, but outside the scope of our review (although we will draw some connections throughout).
These include work on conspiracy belief [9], superstition [10], rumors [11], bullshit receptivity [12],
andmisperceptions [13], among others. Furthermore, our focus is on individual examples ofmisinfor-
mation, and not on organized disinformation campaigns (e.g., by the Russian Internet Research
Agency, or campaigns relating to global warming or fraud in the 2020 US Presidential Election).

Why Do People Fall for Fake News?
When considering the factors that may influence what people believe, it is essential to distinguish
between two fundamentally different ways to conceptualize belief in true and false news. One
common approach is to focus on truth ‘discernment’, or the extent to which misinformation is
believed ‘relative’ to accurate content. Discernment, typically calculated as belief in true news
minus belief in false news (akin to 'sensitivity' or d' in signal detection theory [14]) captures the
‘overall’ accuracy of one's beliefs – and thus gives insight into failures to distinguish between
true and false content ('falling for fake news').
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Glossary
Algorithm: steps or calculations
performed by a computer (given a set of
rules) to solve a problem or complete a
task. In the context of social media,
algorithms are used to determine what
content users see.
Disinformation: information that is
false or inaccurate, and that was created
with a deliberate intention to mislead
people.
Fake news: news content published
on the internet that aesthetically
resembles actual legitimate mainstream
news content, but that is fabricated or
extremely inaccurate. Also referred to as
false, junk, or fabricated news.
Hyperpartisan news: news content
that is not entirely fabricated, but which
covers events that actually occurredwith
a strong partisan bias. As a result,
hyperpartisan news is typically
misleading, and we therefore include it
as a form of misinformation.
Misinformation: information that is
false, inaccurate, or misleading. Unlike
disinformation, misinformation does not
necessarily need to be created
deliberately to mislead. Misinformation is
sometimes used to refer exclusively to
inaccuracies that are accidental;
however, because it is difficult to
ascertain the intentions of the unknown
individuals who create falsehoods that
spread on the internet, we use
misinformation as a broader umbrella
term here (i.e., much of the content used
in the studies we discuss could be
classified as disinformation and/or
hyperpartisan news and/or propaganda,
etc.).
Yellow journalism: content from
newspapers, magazines, or websites
that is poorly researched and
sensationalist, and that is created with
the goal of increasing sales or, on the
internet, clicks. Roughly equivalent to
tabloid journalism.

Box 1. Prevalence of Fake News

Various analyses of social media and web browsing data have been used in an attempt to determine the prevalence of fake
news, often with a focus on the 2016 US Presidential Election. For example, using web browsing data, archives of fact-
checking websites, and a survey, Allcott and Gentzkow [19] estimated that a particular set of news stories that are known
to be false were shared on Facebook at least 38 million times in the 3 months leading up to the 2016 election (30 million of
which were for news favoring Donald Trump). This estimate represents a lower bound since it only reflects that specific set
of known false news.

Other analyses have focused on fake news publishers (i.e., websites) rather than on individual articles. Based on data from
Twitter [117], Facebook [77,118], and web browsing [89], these studies concluded that content from known fake news
sites represents a small proportion of most people's media diets, and that the average social media user was exposed
to little fake news during the 2016 election.

These analyses have important limitations, however, because the only available data concern what people are sharing and
what they visit when they click through to visit news sites off-platform. But, of course, the vast majority of the time that peo-
ple are exposed to news on social media, they simply read the post without sharing it or clicking on the link to visit the ac-
tual source website. Furthermore, so-called 'fake news' only represents one category of misinformation, and misleading
content from sources such as hyperpartisan news websites likely represents a much larger proportion of people's media
diets [6,119]. Thus, the actual on-platform exposure of the average user tomisinformation remains an open question [120].
We feel it is premature to conclude that exposure rates are minimal, and thus that false and misleading news online is not a
problem (also [7,8]). This is especially true when looking beyond the 2016 election because new misinformation threats –
such as false claims about COVID-19 [3,44] and fraud in the 2020 US Presidential Election [4] – have gained widespread
traction through amplification by (mostly Republican) political elites.

Accordingly, exposure to fake news (and misinformation more broadly) is not equally distributed across all users. In
particular, political conservatives and older adults were far more likely to visit fake news websites or share fake news
articles during the 2016 Presidential Election [19,89,117,118]. Studies have also found associations between political
conservatism and belief in misinformation in the USA [20,44], Chile [121], and Germany [122], but not in Hungary [24],
and users who engage in less reasoning have been found to share content from lower-quality news sites on Twitter
[71]. Thus, even if it was true that the average social media user was not exposed to that much misinformation, exposures
rates are substantially higher in subpopulations that may be particularly vulnerable to believing inaccurate content. Finally,
misinformation that originates on social media sometimes transitions to much larger audiences when it is picked up by
traditional media outlets – either via direct repetition or debunking (which may result in inadvertent amplification).
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Another approach is to focus on overall belief, or the extent to which news – regardless of its
accuracy – is believed (calculated as the average or sum of belief in true news and belief in
false news, akin to calculating 'bias' in signal detection theory [14]). Critically, factors that
alter overall belief need not impact people's ability to tell truth from falsehood [15]: increasing or de-
creasing belief in true and false headlines to an equivalent extent has no effect on the overall
accuracy of one's beliefs (i.e., does not affect truth discernment).

Political Motivations
A popular narrative is that the failure to discern between true and false news is rooted in political mo-
tivations. For example, it has been argued that people are motivated consumers of (mis)information
[16] – that they engage in 'identity-protective cognition' when faced with politically valenced content,
and this leads them to be overly believing of content that is consistent with their partisan identity and
overly skeptical of content that is inconsistent with their partisan identity [17]. A related theory argues
that people place loyalty to their political identities above the truth – and thus fail to discern truth from
falsehood in favor of simply believing ideologically concordant information [18]. These accounts con-
tend that a strong causal influence of political motivation on belief is thus the dominant factor
explaining why people fall for fake news.

It is clearly true that partisanship is associated with overall belief: People are more likely to believe
news content that is concordant (versus discordant) with their political partisanship [19–25]
(Figure 1B). It is important to note, however, that the effect of political concordance is typically
much smaller than that of the actual veracity of the news [20,21,26]. In other words, true but
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2021, Vol. 25, No. 5 389
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Figure 1. Political Concordance and Cognitive Reflection Have Divergent Relationships with Belief. Reasoning
(or lack thereof) is much more strongly related to truth discernment than is political concordance, whereas political concordance
is much more strongly related to overall belief than is reasoning. Data from 14 studies [20,21,26,34,35,41,49,61,84,93] in which
US participants were asked to rate the accuracy of actual news posts from social media (headlines equally balanced true versus
false, as well as Democrat-consistent versus Republican-consistent). Study names are indicated by the first author's last initial
and publication date, followed by a dash and study number for multistudy papers; the number of participants in each study is
indicated under the name. Data from all 14 studies are pooled to calculate the 'All' values. (A) Difference in truth discernment
(belief in true news minus belief in false news) between participants who scored higher on the Cognitive Reflection Test relative
to those who scored lower (median split; collapsing over headline political concordance) and between headlines that were
politically concordant relative to politically discordant (collapsing over participant cognitive reflection). More-reflective participants
were more discerning than less-reflective participants, and discernment was higher for politically concordant headlines than for
politically discordant headlines. Critically, the difference based on reasoning was roughly twice as large as the difference based
on partisanship. (B) Difference in overall belief (average of belief in true news and belief in false news) between participants who
scored higher on the Cognitive Reflection Test relative to those who scored lower (median split; collapsing over headline political
concordance), and between headlines that were politically concordant relative to politically discordant (collapsing over participant
cognitive reflection). More-reflective participants had a somewhat lower overall belief than less-reflective participants, whereas
overall belief was higher for politically concordant headlines than for politically discordant headlines. Abbreviation: Obs., observed.
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politically discordant news is typically believed much more than false but politically concordant
news – politics does not trump truth. Furthermore, greater overall belief in politically consistent
news does not necessarily indicate politically motivated reasoning. Such differences could
even arise from unbiased rational (e.g., Bayesian) inference built on prior factual beliefs that
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differ across party lines (e.g., owing to exposure to different information environments) [27–33]
(Box 2 for details).

We now turn to the impact of political concordance on truth discernment. Greater overall belief in
politically concordant news might seem to suggest that people are more inaccurate when
assessing politically concordant news – in other words, that political concordance (and the asso-
ciated motivations) interferes with truth discernment. In fact, the data reveal the opposite pattern:
People are somewhat better at discerning truth from falsehood when judging politically concor-
dant news compared with politically discordant news (Figure 1A). Taken together, the
evidence therefore suggests that political identity and politically motivated reasoning are not the
primary factors driving the inability to tell truth from falsehood in online news.

Reasoning
Another perspective on the (in)ability to differentiate between truth and falsehood comes from the
field of reasoning. Work in this vein has a particular focus on dual-process theories stipulating that
analytic thinking can override automatic, intuitive responses (Box 3 for details). The key question
this perspective asks is – what is the role of reflective reasoning in the ability to discern fake
news from truth?

One potential answer, which follows from the earlier-referenced work on political identity, argues
that deliberative ('System 2') reasoning is often motivated by political identity, and that people
Box 2. Challenges in Identifying Politically Motivated Reasoning

The observation that people are more likely to believe information that is consistent with their political ideology/partisanship
(and are less likely to believe information that is inconsistent with their ideology/partisanship) is often taken as evidence for
politically motivated reasoning [22,123,124]. Critically, however, this pattern does not actually provide clear evidence of
politically motivated reasoning because partisan identity is likely confounded with other relevant variables [27,125]. Most
notably, partisans differ in what they believe about the world, even when it comes to so-called 'factual beliefs' – beliefs that
relate to facts or empirical evidence [28], such as in the case of global warming [126]. This is critical because a large body of
evidence from entirely nonpolitical contexts shows that what people believe to be true about the world influences their
reasoning (a phenomenon known as belief bias [127]). Indeed, once prior beliefs are accounted for, the apparent impact
of political concordance on processes of belief formation is typically greatly reduced or eliminated [28,29,128]. Thus,
observing a difference across ideological lines is not sufficient evidence to conclude that partisan identity or political mo-
tivations are themselves responsible for the difference [27,125].

To clearly disentangle the impact of partisan identity or motivations versus prior beliefs, further experimental work is
needed – for example, studies that manipulate prior factual beliefs and/or political motivations [27,30]. Relatedly, under-
standing the origins of partisan differences in prior factual beliefs is also of the utmost importance. Exposure to different
information streams is a promising candidate: entirely rational (e.g., Bayesian) and truth-seeking (i.e., nonpolitically
motivated) people who obtain their information from conservative (e.g., Fox News) versus liberal (e.g., MSNBC) news
sources would naturally wind up with very different factual beliefs about the world. Evaluating new information in light of
how well it aligns with one's priors – although often referred to as 'confirmation bias' – is not, in fact, necessarily evidence
of bias in a normative sense. When there is uncertainty about the reliability of information sources or data-generating pro-
cesses, it can be entirely consistent with Bayesian inference to be skeptical of information that is inconsistent with one's
prior factual beliefs [30,129]. In such cases, Bayesian agents may infer that the source or the data-generating process
is unreliable rather than that their prior belief was incorrect – and doing so would not be evidence of bias per se (where bias
is defined as deviating from some normative, e.g., Bayesian, benchmark) [130].

Finally, the critique described in this box also applies to inferring 'motivated System 2 reasoning' from the observation that
cognitive sophistication is sometimes (but not always or even frequently [131–133]) associated with polarization rather
than accuracy [17]. The association between cognitive sophistication and polarization (e.g., in the context of climate
change) disappears entirely once prior factual beliefs are accounted for [28]. Instead, it appears that more cognitively so-
phisticated individuals may place more weight on their prior factual beliefs when evaluating new evidence, instead of plac-
ing more weight on concordance with their political identities. Of course, people's prior factual beliefs may themselves be
caused by politically motivated reasoning – but they need not be, and most study designs cannot determine (but must as-
sume) a causal connection.
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Box 3. Dual-Process Models of Reasoning and the Consequences of Deliberation

Dual-process theories are a core component of research on the cognitive science of reasoning. These theories argue
that human cognition can be partitioned into two fundamentally different types of processes that differ in terms of their
characteristics [40,134,135]: Type 1 (or System 1) processing that is characterized primarily by automaticity such that
Type 1 outputs ('intuitions') come to mind directly as a response to the stimulus, and Type 2 (or System 2) processing that
is characterized by the deliberation that may or may not arise given a particular intuitive output (or set of outputs).

Consider the following problem from the Cognitive Reflection Test [136]: 'A bat and ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs
$1.00 more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?' The incorrect intuitive answer – 10 cents – comes to mind
intuitively for most people, whereas the correct answer – 5 cents – emerges (for most) only with an additional deliberation
process [137]. Performance on tasks such as the Cognitive Reflection Test are associated with a wide range of beliefs and
behaviors [138], including actual social media behaviors observed on Twitter ([71]; also [109]), as well as conspiracy idea-
tion [139], politics [140], bullshit receptivity [12], and endorsement of a variety of epistemically suspect beliefs [138]. Impor-
tantly, although dual-process theories typically emphasize the importance of overriding incorrect intuitions via analytic
thinking, this should not be taken to imply that intuitions are always incorrect or that analytic thinking is always accurate [135].
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engage in 'identity protective cognition' [16]. This account predicts that engaging in more
deliberation should lead to more politically polarized beliefs – and, most importantly, to greater
belief in politically concordant but false claims. Thus, more deliberation should be associated
with worse truth discernment.

By contrast, more 'classical' reasoning accounts (i.e., accounts that are more consistent with
work on dual-process reasoning in other domains) portray System 2 reasoning as being respon-
sible for correcting faulty intuitions (Box 3). This perspective therefore predicts that people who
deliberate more will simply be less likely to believe false content – and are better able to discern
between true and false content – regardless of the political concordance of the news that they
are evaluating.

Across numerous recent studies, the evidence supports the classical reasoning account over the
motivated System 2 reasoning account. People who are more reflective (Box 3) are less likely to
believe false news content – and are better at discerning between truth and falsehood – regardless
of whether the news is consistent or inconsistent with their partisanship [20,26,34,35] (Figure 1A).
The same pattern is evident with respect to discernment between biased and misleading
hyperpartisan news and true (mainstream) news [35] and when judging full news stories as
opposed to just headlines [36], and using measures beyond the Cognitive Reflection Test
(Figure 1), such as thinking disposition questionnaires [34] and the Berlin Numeracy Test [35]. Belief
in fake news is also associated with delusionality [34], dogmatism [34], religious fundamentalism
[34], bullshit receptivity [37], and overclaiming [37] (all factors associated with analytic thinking;
Box 3). Furthermore, experimentally manipulating participants' level of deliberation demonstrates
a causal effect whereby deliberation reduces belief in false (but not true) news, regardless of
partisan alignment (and has no effect on polarization) [26]. Research also shows that
overconfidence may contribute to susceptibility to false information [38], perhaps because it
stops people from slowing down and engaging in reflective reasoning [39,40].

How, then, do people determine news veracity? The correlation between cognitive reflection and
disbelief in fake news is stronger in cases where the content is more obviously implausible (and
vice versa for true news) [20]. This suggests that, in cases where people actually do stop and
think, relevant prior knowledge is likely to be a critical factor. Indeed, political knowledge is
positively associated truth discernment for political news content [23,41], as is media literacy
[42] and general information literacy [43]. Similarly, basic science knowledge is positively asso-
ciated with truth discernment for (mis)information about COVID-19 [44]. This implies, unfortu-
nately, that reasoning may not improve accuracy in contexts where prior knowledge is heavily
392 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2021, Vol. 25, No. 5
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distorted (e.g., by partisan media consumption or misinformation campaigns by political elites –
climate change being a prime example) [28] (Box 2).

Thus, when it comes to the role of reasoning, it seems that people fail to discern truth from false-
hood because they do not stop to reflect sufficiently on their prior knowledge (or have insufficient
or inaccurate prior knowledge) – and not because their reasoning abilities are hijacked by political
motivations.

Heuristics
Prior work in judgment and decision making [45] indicates that people are likely to use heuristics
or mental shortcuts when judging news headlines. What, then, are the specific features of fake
news that influence people's intuitions or cause them to make mistakes when reasoning?

One key route to intuitive belief in news is familiarity [37]. The influence of prior exposure on
judgments of truth – sometimes referred to as the illusory truth effect – is well documented
[46,47]. Indeed, wartime rumors during WWII that were more familiar were more likely to
be believed [48]. Consistent with this, a single prior exposure to a fake news headline increases
later belief in the headline [49,50]. Remarkably, this is evident even if the headline is extremely
implausible (also [51]) and inconsistent with one's political partisanship [49]. Thus, feelings of famil-
iarity and, possibly, processing fluency per se ([52,53]; (but see [54]) likely contributes to increased
belief in false claims.

The source is another important cue that may be used when evaluating news. Participants are
more likely to believe information provided by people whom they view as being credible (reviewed
in [55]), and a large literature from political science has robustly demonstrated the impact of elite
messaging, in particular, on public opinion [56]. For example, attributing a false claim to President
Trump increased Trump supporters' belief in the claim while reducing Democrats' belief in the
claim [57]. Furthermore, social feedback provided by social media platforms (e.g., 'likes') also
increases belief in news content, particularly for misinformation [58] – a factor that is likely to
covary with elite messaging (given that political elites, such as Presidents and people in Congress
or the media, often have many social media followers).

Finally, a salient feature of fake news headlines also seems to be that they are often emotionally
evocative. That is, fake news is often geared toward provoking shock, fear, anger [8,59], or (more
broadly) moral outrage [60]. This is important because people who report experiencing more emo-
tion (positive or negative) at the outset of the task are more likely to believe false (but not true) news;
and instructing people to rely on emotion increases belief in false (but not true) headlines [61].

Believing versus Sharing Fake News
One might expect that people share news on social media because they believe it is true.
Accordingly, the widespread sharing of false content is often taken as evidence of widespread
false beliefs [62,63]. However, recent work has shown that social media sharing judgments can
actually be quite divergent from judgments about accuracy [21,44]. For example, participants
who were asked about the accuracy of a set of headlines rated true headlines as much more
accurate than false headlines; but, when asked whether they would share the headlines, verac-
ity had little impact on sharing intentions – both in the context of political headlines [21]
(Figure 2A) and headlines about COVID-19 [44]. As a result, sharing intentions for false head-
lines were much higher than assessments of their truth (e.g., 91% higher in Figure 2A), indicat-
ing that many people were apparently willing to share content that they could have identified as
being inaccurate.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2021, Vol. 25, No. 5 393
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Figure 2. Social Media Sharing Does
Not Necessarily Imply Belief, and
Accuracy Prompts Improve the
Quality of Content That People
Share. (A) Data from study 1 in [21]
where US participants (n = 1002) from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) judged
political headlines. Participants were
presented with a set of headlines and
were either asked to indicate whether
they thought the headlines were accurate
(accuracy condition) or whether they
would consider sharing them on social
media (sharing condition). Although
participants were much more likely to
rate true headlines versus false headlines
as being accurate in the accuracy
condition, headline veracity had little
impact on sharing intentions in the
sharing condition (i.e., there was an
interaction between condition and
veracity, b = −0.50, t(18089) = −15.37,
P = <0.001). Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals. (B) Data
from study 7 in [21] where Twitter users
(n = 5379) who had recently shared links
to websites that regularly produce
misleading and hyperpartisan content
were sent an unsolicited message asking

them to rate the accuracy of a single nonpolitical headline. The news sites to which users retweeted links in the 24 h after
receiving the message were compared with the links retweeted by participants who had not yet received the message
(and the date of message delivery was randomized to allow causal inference). The x axis indicates the trust score given to
each outlet by eight professional fact-checkers. The y axis indicates the fraction of rated links to each outlet in the 24 h
after the intervention minus the fraction of links to each outlet among not-yet-messaged users. The size of each dot is
proportional to the number of premessaging posts with links to that outlet. Domains with >500 premessaging posts are
labeled. As can be seen, the message significantly improved the quality of new sources shared, with the change in
relative tweet frequency being strongly related to fact-checker ratings (domains weighted by number of pretreatment
posts; r(52) = 0.74, P = <0.001). News sources: Breitbart; CNN, Cable News Network; DailyCaller; DailyMail, The Daily
Mail; DailyWire; FoxNews, Fox News Channel; Infowars; NYPost, The New York Post; NYTimes, The New York Times;
WashPo, The Washington Post; Western Journal; WSJ, The Wall Street Journal.
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To shed light on this disconnect between accuracy judgments and sharing intentions, a recent
study examined the impact of asking participants to rate the perceived accuracy of each headline
immediately before deciding whether they would be willing to share it on social media [21]. This
experiment helps to distinguish between three distinct explanations for the accuracy–sharing
dissociation. The confusion-based account posits that people genuinely (but mistakenly) believe
that the false claims they share are probably true. Consistent with this proposal, of the false
headlines that were shared in the baseline condition of [21], 33% were both believed and shared
when participants were asked directly about accuracy – however, this leaves the remaining 67%
of sharing unexplained by confusion.

The preference-based account is rooted in the idea that people place their preference for
political identity (or related motives such as virtue signaling [64]) above the truth, and thus
share politically consistent false content on social media despite recognizing that it is probably
not true. This purposeful sharing could be motivated, for example, by an effort to further one's
political agenda [18], to sow chaos [65], or to share news that would be interesting if it turned
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out to be true [66]. Of the false headlines that were shared in the baseline condition of [21],
16% of the headlines were shared despite being identified as inaccurate. Thus, although pur-
poseful sharing occurs, it seems unlikely to explain the bulk of false or misleading content that
is shared online.

Finally – andmost consistent with the earlier focus on a lack of reflective thinking being a source of
misjudgments – the inattention-based account argues that people have a strong preference
to only share accurate content, but that the social media context distracts them from this
preference. Consistent with this account, asking participants to rate the accuracy of each head-
line before deciding whether to share it decreased sharing of false headlines by 51% relative to the
baseline condition [21] – suggesting that inattention to accuracy was responsible for roughly half
of the misinformation sharing in the experiment.

In a similar vein, work on social media behavior often emphasizes the importance of the
'attention economy' where factors relating to engagement (likes, shares, comments, clicks,
etc.) are selected for in social media environments [8,60,67–69]. Accordingly, sharing of
low-quality news content on Facebook is associated with ideological extremity [70] and
ideological concordance is a much stronger predictor of sharing than it is of belief [21].
Furthermore, analytic thinking is not only associated with more truth discernment, as de-
scribed earlier, but is also associated with having more discerning sharing intentions in survey
experiments (both in terms of false [35,44] and hyperpartisan content [35]) and with the actual
sharing of more reliable news outlets on Twitter [71]. One striking possibility is that the social
media context itself distracts people from prioritizing the truth when they decide what to
share – and, in some cases, may actively promote antisocial behavior [72] and hamper the ex-
ercise of analytic and critical thinking. Social media may be both a cause and a consequence
of increased political engagement, both good and bad [73].

What Can Be Done? Interventions To Fight Fake News
We now turn to the implications of these findings for interventions intended to decrease the
spread and impact of online misinformation.

Current Approaches for Fighting Misinformation
As social media companies are, first and foremost, technology companies, a common
approach is the automated detection of problematic news via machine learning, natural lan-
guage processing, and network analysis [74–76]. Content classified as problematic is then
down-ranked by the ranking algorithm such that users are less likely to see it. However,
creating an effective misinformation classifier faces two fundamental challenges. First, truth is
not a black-and-white, clearly defined property: even professional fact-checkers often disagree
on how exactly to classify content [77,78]. Thus, it is difficult to decide what content and
features should be included in training sets, and artificial intelligence approaches run the risk
of false positives and, therefore, of unjustified censorship [79]. Second, there is the problem
of nonstationarity: misinformation content tends to evolve rapidly, and therefore the features
which are effective at identifying misinformation today may not be effective tomorrow.
Consider, for example, the rise of COVID-19 misinformation in 2020 – classifiers trained to
detect largely political content were likely unequipped to be effective for novel false and
misleading claims relating to health.

Another commonly used approach involves attaching warnings to content that
professional fact-checkers have found to be false (reviewed in [80,81]). A great deal of ev-
idence indicates that corrections and warnings do successfully reduce misperceptions
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[41,81–83] and sharing [49,84,85]. Despite some early evidence that correction checking
could backfire and increase belief in false content [86], recent work has shown that
these backfire effects are extremely uncommon and are not a cause for serious concern
[87,88].

There are, however, other reasons to be cautious about the sufficiency of professional fact-checking.
Most importantly, fact-checking is simply not scalable – it typically requires substantial time and effort
to investigate whether a particular claim is false or misleading. Thus, many (if not most)
false claims never get fact-checked. Even for those claims that do eventually get flagged, the
process is often slow, such that warnings are likely to be absent during the claim's period of
peak viral spreading. Furthermore, warnings are typically only attached to blatantly false
news, and not to extremely misleading or biased coverage of events that actually
occurred. In addition to straightforwardly undermining the reach of fact-checks, this sparse
application of warnings could lead to an 'implied truth' effect where users may assume that
(false or misleading) headlines without warnings have actually been verified [84]. Fact-checks
often also fail to reach their intended audience [89], and may fade over time [90], provide
incomplete protection against familiarity effects [49], and cause corrected users to
subsequently share more low-quality and partisan content [91].

Another potential approach that is commonly referenced is emphasizing the publishers of news
articles, seeking to leverage the reliance on source cues described earlier. This, in theory, could
be effective because people (at least in the USA) are actually fairly good at distinguishing between
low- and high-quality publishers [92]. However, experimental evidence on emphasizing news
publishers is not very encouraging: Numerous studies find that making source information
more salient (or removing it entirely) has little impact on whether people judge headlines to be
accurate or inaccurate [37,93–97] (although see [98,99]).

New Approaches for Fighting Misinformation
One potentially promising alternative class of interventions involve a more proactive 'inoculation'
or 'prebunking' against misinformation [8,100]. For example, the 'Bad News Game' uses a
10–20 minute interactive tutorial to teach people how to identify fake news in an engaging way
[101]. An important limitation of such approaches is that they are 'opt in' – that is, people have
to actively choose to engage with the inoculation technique (often for a fairly substantial amount
of time – at least in terms of the internet attention span [102]). This is particularly problematic
given that those most in need of 'inoculation' against misinformation (e.g., people who are low
on cognitive reflection) may be the least likely to seek out and participate in lengthy inoculations.
Lighter-touch forms of inoculation that simply present people with information that helps them to
identify misinformation (e.g., in the context of climate change [103]) may be more scalable. For
example, presenting a simple list of 12 digital media literacy tips improved people's capacity to
discern between true and false news in the USA and India [104].

Both fact-checking and inoculation approaches are fundamentally directed toward improving
people's underlying knowledge or skills. However, as noted earlier, recent evidence indicates
that misinformation may spread on social media not only because people are confused or
lack the competency to recognize fake news, but also (or even mostly) because people fail
to consider accuracy at all when they make choices about what to share online [21,44]. In
addition, as mentioned, people who are more intuitive tend to be worse at distinguishing
between true and false news content, both in terms of belief (Figure 1A) and sharing
[35,71]. This work suggests that interventions aimed at getting people to slow down and
396 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2021, Vol. 25, No. 5
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reflect about the accuracy of what they see on social media may be effective in slowing the
spread of misinformation.

Indeed, recent research shows that a simple accuracy prompt – specifically, having partici-
pants rate the accuracy of a single politically neutral headline (ostensibly as part of a pre-
test) before making judgments about social media sharing – improves the extent to
which people discern between true and false news content when deciding what to share
online in survey experiments [21,44]. This approach has also been successfully deployed
in a large-scale field experiment on Twitter, in which messages asking users to rate the
accuracy of a politically neutral news headline were sent to thousands of accounts who recently
shared links to misinformation sites [21]. This subtle prompt significantly increased the quality of
the new they subsequently shared (Figure 2B). Furthermore, survey experiments have shown that
asking participants to explain how they know whether a headline is true or false before sharing it
increases sharing discernment [105], and having participants rate accuracy at the time of encoding
protects against familiarity effects [106]. Relatedly, metacognitive prompts – probing questions that
make people reflect – increases resistance to inaccurate information [107].

A major advantage of such accuracy prompts is that they are readily scalable. There are
many ways that social media companies, or other interested parties such as governments
or civil society organizations, could shift people's attention to accuracy (e.g., through ads,
by asking about the accuracy of content that is shared, or via public service announce-
ments, etc.). In addition to scalability, accuracy prompts also have the normative advantage
of not relying on a centralized arbiter to determine truth versus falsehood. Instead, they
leverage users' own (often latent) ability to make such determinations themselves, preserving
user autonomy. Naturally, this will not be effective for everyone all of the time, but it could have a
positive effective in the aggregate as one of the various tools used to combat misinformation.

Finally, platforms could also harness the power of human reasoning and the 'wisdom
of crowds' to improve the performance of machine-learning approaches. While professional
fact-checking is not easily scalable, it is much more tractable for platforms to have large
numbers of non-experts rate news content. Despite potential concerns about political bias
or lack of knowledge, recent work has found high agreement between layperson crowds
and fact-checkers when evaluating the trustworthiness of news publishers: the average
Democrat, Republican, and fact-checker all gave fake news and hyperpartisan sites very
low trust ratings [92] (Figure 3A). This remained true even when layperson raters were told
that their responses would influence social media ranking algorithms, creating an incentive to
'game the system' [108]. However, these studies also revealed a weakness of publisher-based
crowd ratings: familiarity with a publisher was necessary (although not sufficient) for trust,
meaning that new or niche publishers are unfairly punished by such a rating scheme. One
solution to this problem is to have laypeople rate the accuracy of individual articles or
headlines (rather than publishers), and to then aggregate these item-level ratings to create
average scores for each publisher (Figure 3B). Furthermore, the layperson ratings of the
articles themselves are also useful. Analyzing a set of headlines flagged for fact-checking
by an internal Facebook algorithm found that the average layperson accuracy rating for fairly
small crowds correlated equally well with that of professional fact-checkers as the fact-checkers
correlated with each other [77]. Thus, using crowdsourcing to add a 'human in the loop' element
to misinformation detection algorithms is promising.

These observations about the utility of layperson ratings have a strong synergy with the afore-
mentioned idea of prompts that shift users' attention to accuracy: periodically asking social
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2021, Vol. 25, No. 5 397
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Outstanding Questions
What are the impacts of exposure to
misinformation? How does exposure
affect belief in the specific claims made
in the misinformation, more general
attitudes (e.g., support for political
candidates or policies), and relevant
behaviors (e.g., vote choice or health
behaviors)? Do these effects differ
for misinformation versus reliable
news? How much misinformation
must be encountered to shift atti-
tudes, beliefs, and behaviors?

Does the design of social media
platforms actively promote the spread
of misinformation? For example, by
inducing distraction and incentivizing
or directing attention to factors other
than veracity?

How do times of crisis (e.g., the COVID-
19 pandemic) affect susceptibility to
misinformation and the dynamics of
social media behavior?

To what extent do findings about
misinformation and social media from
the USA and other Western countries
generalize to other cultures and other
social contexts (e.g., messaging apps
such as WhatsApp)?

What are the similarities and
differences between the psychology
of online misinformation relative to
related constellations of beliefs, such
as conspiracy ideation, political
misperceptions, rumors, and bullshit?
How does the psychology of
online misinformation compare with
misinformation distributed by traditional
media such as television and talk radio,
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media users to rate the accuracy of random headlines both (i) shifts attention to accuracy and
thus induces the users to bemore discerning in their subsequent sharing, and (ii) generates useful
ratings to help inform ranking algorithms.

Concluding Remarks
The spread of misinformation online presents both a scientific puzzle and a practical challenge.
The research we have synthesized here shows that the common narrative, whereby failing to
differentiate false or misleading news from truth is a symptom of political polarization in a 'post-
truth' world, is not an appropriate characterization. Although people do preferentially believe
news that aligns with their politics, this occurs as much or more for true headlines compared
with false headlines – and thus people are actually more accurate, not less, when judging
headlines that are politically concordant. Rather than being bamboozled by partisanship, people
often fail to discern truth from fiction because they fail to stop and reflect about the accuracy of
what they see on social media. Accordingly, simple prompts that shift people's attention to
accuracy increase the quality of news that people share on social media. Approaches of this na-
ture, including providing digital literacy tips, are not hindered by the same issues of scalability
related to strict fact-checking approaches – and, in fact, can be combined with crowd-
sourced fact-checking to maximize efficiency. Human reasoning, when applied appropriately,
can be a powerful salve against the lure of misinformation. Nonetheless, numerous important
questions remain unanswered (see Outstanding Questions).

There is also much to be gained for psychology and cognitive science per se from inves-
tigating online misinformation. Fake news and other forms of online misinformation repre-
sent a powerful (and ecologically valid) testing ground for evaluating theories from cognitive,
social, and political psychology. More so than many other domains, when studying fake
news and misinformation it is often possible to combine traditional laboratory experiments
with large-scale social media data [71,109] – or even to conduct actual field experiments
on-platform [21,110,111]. Furthermore, these topics also motivate theory development
by highlighting a new class of problems in need of further explanation: only a small fraction
of online content draws sufficient attention and interest to be shared on social media. Under-
standing the psychology that underpins the dynamics of social media sharing is an important
emerging subfield in psychology [21,67,112] (in addition to other areas such as computer
science [76], political science [113], communication [114], and public health [115], among
others [116]), driven in large part by concerns about misinformation. Tackling these questions
or by political elites?

How will findings about current forms
of misinformation generalize in the
face of the continually evolving nature
of online content?

Will social media corporations be willing
to invest in, and implement, major
changes to fight misinformation, given
that their business models are premised
on maximizing engagement? How can
advocates and policy makers most
effectively incentivize them to do so?

How can academics and social
media platforms collaborate to study
misinformation, given the platforms

Figure 3. The Wisdom of Crowds Can Help To Illuminate Information Quality. (A) Data from study 2 of [92] in which
US participants (n = 970) from Lucid indicated their level of trust in 60 news publishers. Average trust ratings for each source
among Democrats (Dems; x axis) and Republicans (Reps; y axis) are shown. Although some partisan differences are eviden
(e.g., Republicans trust Fox Newsmore than any other publisher), all hyperpartisan and fake news sites received low average
trust ratings frommembers of both parties. Thus, when creating a politically balanced layperson rating by averaging trust from
Democrats and Republicans, every mainstream outlet scores higher than every fake news or hyperpartisan outlet; in addition
the layperson ratings were highly correlated with ratings of professional fact-checkers: r(58) = 0.90, P = <0.001. (B) Data from
study 4 of [93] in which US participants (n = 1008) from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) provided accuracy ratings for the
headlines of the 10 most-popular articles from a range of fake news, hyperpartisan, and mainstream accounts. Shown is a
layperson outlet-quality score, constructed by averaging the accuracy ratings for the 10 headlines from each outlet, on
the y axis, plotted against the rating assigned to each outlet by NewsGuard, a company that hires professional journalists
to conduct detailed investigations of the quality of news outlets, on the x axis. The layperson ratings are strongly corre-
lated with the professional journalist ratings: r(44) = 0.79, P = <0.001. News source abbreviations are given in Figure 2
legend, additional abbreviations: ABC, American Broadcasting Company; AOL, Aol. (formerly America Online); BBC, Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corporation; bb4sb, BB4SP/Barracuda Brigade; BosGlobe, The Boston Globe; CBS, Columbia
Broadcasting System (now CBS); ChiTrib, The Chicago Tribune; HuffPo, HuffPost (formerly Huffington Post); IJR, Inde-
pendent Journal Review; LATimes, The Los Angeles Times; MSNBC, from Microsoft plus National Broadcasting
Company; SFChronicle, The San Francisco Chronicle.
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near-total control of relevant data, and
widespread concerns about privacy?
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will give psychologists the opportunity to demonstrate the power and real-world impact of psycho-
logical theory.
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